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The Law School Admission Test (LSAT) is a standardized exam that is
required for admission to law school in the United States. The LSAT is a
challenging exam, and one of the most difficult sections is the vocabulary
section. The vocabulary section tests your knowledge of advanced
vocabulary words, including their roots, prefixes, and suffixes.

If you are preparing for the LSAT, it is important to start studying vocabulary
early. One of the best ways to study vocabulary is to use flash cards. Flash
cards can help you to memorize new words and their meanings, and they
can also help you to improve your recall of words that you have already
learned.

This article provides a list of the most important LSAT vocabulary word
roots. These roots are the building blocks of many advanced vocabulary
words, so it is important to learn them well. The article also includes a set
of flash cards that you can use to practice your vocabulary.
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Word Roots

Here is a list of the most important LSAT vocabulary word roots:

acro - top

ambi - both

ante - before

circum - around

contra - against

de - from

dis - not

ex - out

in - in

inter - between

intro - within

mal - bad

multi - many

non - not

omni - all
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post - after

pre - before

pro - for

re - back

sub - under

super - above

trans - across

ultra - beyond

Flash Cards

Here is a set of flash cards that you can use to practice your vocabulary.
Each flash card has a word root on one side and the meaning of the word
root on the other side.

Card 1

Front: acro

Back: top

Card 2

Front: ambi

Back: both

Card 3



Front: ante

Back: before

Card 4

Front: circum

Back: around

Card 5

Front: contra

Back: against

Card 6

Front: de

Back: from

Card 7

Front: dis

Back: not

Card 8

Front: ex

Back: out



Card 9

Front: in

Back: in

Card 10

Front: inter

Back: between

Card 11

Front: intro

Back: within

Card 12

Front: mal

Back: bad

Card 13

Front: multi

Back: many

Card 14

Front: non



Back: not

Card 15

Front: omni

Back: all

Card 16

Front: post

Back: after

Card 17

Front: pre

Back: before

Card 18

Front: pro

Back: for

Card 19

Front: re

Back: back

Card 20



Front: sub

Back: under

Card 21

Front: super

Back: above

Card 22

Front: trans

Back: across

Card 23

Front: ultra

Back: beyond

How to Use the Flash Cards

To use the flash cards, simply follow these steps:

1. Shuffle the flash cards so that the word roots are facing down.

2. Pick up a flash card and look at the word root.

3. Try to say the meaning of the word root out loud.

4. If you can't remember the meaning of the word root, flip the flash card
over and look at the answer.



5. Repeat steps 2-4 until you have gone through all of the flash cards.

Studying vocabulary for the LSAT is essential for success on the exam. By
using the flash cards in this article, you can practice your vocabulary and
improve your recall of advanced vocabulary words.
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